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Abstract
Of Bohemian descent, Jacob Czihak (1800-1880), a military doctor, skilled surgen and accoucheur,
graduated from the Heidelberg University. In 1825 he settled down in Iaşi, capital city of Moldavia, a
Danubian Province now belonging to Romania, where he stayed until 1862. Due to his exquisite medical
practice and managerial abilities, he not only became famous, but successfully promoted Romanians`
national ideals in Western Europe, and constantly supporting their emancipation through education, culture,
social and economic development. Czihak developed the Romanian scientific vocabulary and authored the
first textbook on Natural History in the country`s language (Iaşi, 1837), edited several scientific papers
concerning Moldavian flora and hydromineral riches and encouraged periodicals to be printed in Romanian
disseminating general knowledge on medicine, sanitation, agriculture, economy. Dr. Czihak enabled medicalisation and professionalization of the society, harnessing of natural resources, creation of institutions for
higher education, and of the well known pioneering Society of Physicians and Naturalists of Iaşi (1830/1833),
still vivid today. Beside being an excellent practitioner, he set up complex structures of military medicine in
Moldavia, including the establishment of hospitals, of a company of sanitary soldiers, of a school for their
training and publishing the first handbook in Romanian language of basic military medicine (Iaşi, 1859). The
Military Hospital in Iaşi now bears his name and so does a street near the place where he lived, not far from
present day University of Medicine and Pharmacy of Iaşi. Dr. Jacob Czihak still illustrates an inspirational
model for our cosmopolitan world.
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Biographical landmarks
Promoter of the Enlightened scientific spirit and
higher medical education in Moldova, Dr. Jacob Christian
Stanislau von Czihak - Jacob Czihak (Iacob Cihac) - was
a prominent figure of his epoch not only in the Romanian
Principalities, but also in the European academic world.
He was born in the Austrian Empire, in Bavaria, at
Aschaffenburg, on August 19th, 1800, into an immigrant
family coming from a small town not far from Prague, in
Bohemia. His father, Franz Czihak, had been an
illustrious physician and researcher trained at the
University of Vienna. He himself had been concerned
with the analysis of mineral waters, in keeping with the
naturalistic current that dominated European medicine at
that time.
The mystery of the Moldau River, the German
name given to the Vltava River, had probably made him
travel to the other ‟Moldau” – the Danubian Principality
of Moldova (in German, Moldau also stands for
Moldova/Moldavia), which became his adopted
homeland, that he served in an exemplary manner
throughout his entire life.
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Jacob Czihak studied medicine between 1818
and 1824 at the famous University of Heidelberg, where
he graduated in 1824, leaving a very good impression on
everyone. (Fig.1) His dissertation focused on the ectopic
pregnancy and was entitled De graviditate extrauterina
accedit descriptio memoranda cujusdam graviditatis
tubae dextrae.
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Fig. 1. a. Dr. J. Czihak`s portrait belonging to the
Society of
Physicians and Naturalists of Iaşi;
b. Colonel Dr. Jacob Czihak,
chief doctor of the Moldavian Army,
over the years

a.

b.

Newly arrived from Bavaria to Iasi in June 1825,
Czihak discovered a country under Russian protectorate,
with a poor scientific activity and a deficient medical
system. In 1926 he was appointed member of the ‟Plague
Committee”. A world citizen and personality of European
dimension, he enlisted in the Russian Army (II-nd army)
in 1828, as a colonel (stab-doctor) and participated in the
Russo-Turkish War.
Full appreciation was not long in coming, the
young physician being rewarded with the "St. Ana”
Order, 3rd class, ‟St.Stanislaus” Order 2nd class, the
Russian Military Medal for the 1828-1829 Campaign
against the Turks, and the title of knight.

Mihail Kogalniceanu, Dimitrie Beldiman, Alexandru
Flechtenmacher etc were among his patients; member of
the Plague Committee (1826); member of the Doctors`
Commission (1830-1840); ward doctor in several districts
of Iaşi, during the cholera outbreak (1831); accoucheur
surgeon of the city - position in which he had to instruct
and survey midwives, too (September, 1831-October 1st,
1840); chief physician of the Moldavian Militias
(Moldovan Army) (1830-1852); doctor colonel and
inspector of the army staff (October 1857-April 1858);
deputy protomedicus of Moldavia twice (1830;September
9th,1858-January 21st,1859).
In Iaşi, besides fame, he acquired a consolidated
but largely envied position.

Jacob Czihak`s activity in Iaşi
Leaving the Russian Army after the Treaty of
Adrianople was concluded, Dr. Czihak returned to Iasi,
where he faced epidemics of plague (1829) and then
cholera (1831). He recorded information about the
patients he visited in Iaşi and in Moldavia, their clinical
manifestations and the therapeutic means he applied in
two manuscript studies: ‟Observations on cholera, an
index that appeared in Iaşi on May 1st, 1831” and ‟A
treatise on Cholera”.(1)
In 1848, Czihak combated another cholera
outbreak defending both the Romanian and Russian
Armies.
For his successful work he was awarded ‟St.
Stanislaus” Commander's Cross.
Concurrently he wrote a series of texts, including
some on ‟The Ectopic Pregnancies”, ‟The mineralogical
and botanical riches of the Principalities”, but also on ‟A
new method of tobacco cultivation”, published in
brochures and magazines abroad. (1, 2)
He was equally concerned with the capitalization
of mineral waters, investigating the mineral springs from
Neagra Şarului (Suceava County) –ferrous water– and
Bălţăteşti (Neamţ County) –salty water–, being one of the
pioneers in this field in the Principality of Moldavia.
Coworking with the druggist Fr. Humpel, Czihak
published these results in the ‟Romanian Bee” journal,
1834, no. 65, and the ‟Scientific and Literary Leaflet”,
1844, no. 52.
Although he learned and mastered the secrets of
the Romanian language only after the age of 27, Czihak
fulfilled, soon after his arrival in Iaşi, the functions of:
private doctor - assisting especially the elites of Iaşi –
Grigore Ghica, Gheorghe Asachi, Vasile Alecsandri,

Founder of the Society of Physicians and Naturalists
of Iasi
Undoubtedly, with the nostalgia of the German
academic atmosphere and driven by the idea that
education and enlightened minds can solve most
problems, bringing people together and changing their
behaviour, Dr. Czihak immediately passed on to the
organisation of the Medical-Naturalist Society (SMN) of
Iaşi. He ‟the first attempted to make a start to scientific
movement by founding the Society of Physicians and
Naturalists”, stated Nicolae Beldiceanu, in 1887. The idea
of establishing this association belonged, according to the
vornic Costache Sturza -SMN president in 1836 - to Dr.
Czihak, joined by Dr. Zotta.
According to Czihak himself, the help given by
Zotta, as protomedicus of Moldavia, was a very effective
one. Dr. Michael Zotta was the first Romanian born in
Bukovina who graduated from a Faculty of Medicine: it
happened in Vienna, in 1826. The two decided to
‟flourish and enhance this branch of [medical and natural]
science that until now almost completely lay in the dark.”
In December 1829, they already took the necessary steps
aimed at setting up a bio-medical and pharmaceutical
society meant especially to improve the medical-sanitary
practice, theory and system, in accordance with the
provisions of the Organic Laws (‟Organic Regulation”),
but also to cope with the exacerbated sanitary crisis in
Moldavia, that followed plague and cholera epidemics. As
their enterprise was unique at that time in this space, Zotta
and Czihak's call was answered by the Doctors`
Commission, physicians, and pharmacists, along with
other progressist scientists and political representatives,
cultural and religious leaders from Iasi and other cities of
Moldova (Moldavia): Galaţi, Focşani, Bârlad, Hârlău,
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Roman, Vaslui, Botoşani, Fălticeni. Thus, on January
11th, 1830, ‟The Medical Reading Circle of Iași” was
founded, named in German ‟Der medizinische Leseverein
in Jassy” or ‟Jassier medizinische Leseverein”. The
profile of the ‟Circle” promised to be complex: medicalpharmaceutical, natural-historical, veterinary, agricultural,
cultural, archeological. In his own house next to the ‟St.
Siridon” Hospital, Dr. Czihak invited local personalities
for this purpose. Indeed the ‟Medical Reading Circle of
Iaşi” held its sessions in Dr. Jacob Czihak`s house,
located somewhere at the intersection of present day
Muzelor and Vasile Conta streets, where, according to the
Statutes: ‟The ordinary meetings of the Society” took
place ‟on the first Saturday of each month”. (Statutes,
1833) The very first meetings had been hosted in
Gheorghe Asachi`s houses, too, ‟in the evening, around
six o'clock”. Most of the members of ‟The Medical
Reading Circle” had studied in various Western European
academic centers, were acquainted with and began to
master scientific, socio-political, and artistic concepts of
the time, as well. They wanted their country to be modern
and prosperous.
Initially there were 21 founding members and
donors, as shown by documents Czihak, the ‟Circle”
Secretary, wrote in German, such as the ‟Subscription zu
einem Lesezirkeln medizinischer Zeitschriften” ‟Subscription to medical journals for a Reading Circle”.
Initiated in 1830 as a ‟Medical Reading Circle”, within
the ‟St. Spiridon” Hospital Doctoral Council, this nucleus
quickly evolved into a self-sustained Medical-NaturalHistorical- Society, eventually recognized by the
Government, the Prince of Moldavia and General Kiseleff
on March 18th, 1833. To this day it is known as the
Society of Physicians and Naturalists of Iasi (SMN).
If Czihak was the Secretary of the ‟Reading
Circle”, the Society elected him as its vice-president
(1833-1840). With Czihak leading this institution, a
prodigious decade began.
Not only was the Society a pioneering initiative,
but the same was true for its Library, that had a limited
public character, and the Museum of Natural History, the
first of its kind in the Romanian Provinces. This Cabinet
of Curiosities festively opened on February 4th, 1834.
Czihak made important donations. In fact, it was due to
the support of prestigious intellectuals and politicians of
Iaşi, such as Gheorghe Asachi, Mihail Sturza, Mihail
Kogălniceanu, Costache Negruzzi, that Czihak together
with the protomedicus of Moldova, Mihail Zotta, established de facto this first scientific society in the
Romanian Lands and in Southeast Europe.
Not coincidentally perhaps, in 1873, in the
atmosphere of general emulation of a world that awoke to
the imperatives of a new life, the Society of Physicians
and Friends of Nature was inaugurated in Iaşi, as well.
Among the numerous and famed honorary and
corresponding foreign members of the Society of
Physicians and Naturalists of Iaşi there were former
professors of Czihak at the Universiy of Heidelberg, but
not only. Here are some illustrious names that strengthened the authority of the Society in various epochs:
Berzelius, De Candole, Humboldt, Hufeland, Koch,
Ammon, Schönlein, Treviranus, Gmelin, Chelius, Nägele,
Haeckel, Guthrie, Richard Bright, Ludwig, Waldeyer,
Paul Ducor, Léon Poincaré, André Boivin, André
Lemierre, Emmanuel de Martonne, Besredka.(3).
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Promotor of Moldavia and Romanian ideals abroad
Uncessantly Dr. Czihak presented Moldavia and
its pecularities to Western European scientific
communities during international congresses and
meetings. At the Congress of Naturalists held in Freiburg
im Breisgau (Grand Duchy of Baden) in September 1838,
-a reference moment-, in front of 700 delegates, Czihak
gave a famous ‟Report on the progress of civilization in
the Principality of Moldova”. (Fig.2)
‟Dr. Czihak”- explained Xenopol, the great
Romanian historian -‟sent by [Prince] Mihai Sturza to
represent Moldova at the congress in Freiburg, said in his
speech that, «before dealing with the object that was the
main topic of this assembly, it would have been quite an
adequate thing to share some knowledge about a nation of
Roman origin that recently entered the systematic career
of civilization by its propensity for enlightening itself».
Then, for the first time, Western Europe got intellectually
in touch with the Danubian countries; and then, for the
first time, many great scholars of the West began to know
the names of Romanians.
When we read such things, it seems to us that they
must have happened a very long time ago, and yet only
half a century separates us from those times when the
Romanian people was still so insignificant, so unknown! ”
(4)
Czihak`s communication mentioned the successes
in the field of schooling, teacher training and book
printing in various cultural and scientific fields, mediated
by the Society he founded in Iaşi. Reviewing the progress
and potential of this Moldavian association, Czihak
insisted on the history and role of the ‟Vasilian
Gymnasium” (Basilion) Asachi redimensioned at the
dawn of the 19th century and which preceded the
Michaelian Academy (1835).
Education was increasingly diversified and
substantial, whereas young people without means were
assisted by the state, also by receiving scholarships for
studies abroad at worldwide recognized universities.
Logic, anthropology, moral disciplines, modern
languages, music, fine arts, physics, higher mathematics,
chemistry, natural history were in full swing, and the
horizon loomed the possibility or hope for opening a
course of laws, one of surgery, along with another one of
theology. ‟The Moldovan is richly endowed by nature, so
any education cannot remain useless” - the audience was
assured by this so enthusiastic lecturer.
Czihak perfectly understood the spirit of his
historical moment and efficiently supported Romanians`
ideals of freedom, national emancipation, unity and
progress.The Statutes of the Society of Physicians and
Naturalists stipulated the necessity to develop sciences,
medicine, pharmacy, agriculture, industry in both
Romanian Principalities and this really happened.
Besides, not only outstanding foreigners were SMN
members, but equally prominent Romanian personalities living in different Provinces or even countries - became
very supportive members of this prestigious forum.
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Fig. 2. Front cover of the brochure containing Czihak's communication in Freiburg: ‟Report on the progress of civilization in
Moldova”; the author's signature is noticed in the upper right corner; b. detail:Czihak`s signature

Creator of scientific institutions and author of
publications in Romanian language
Although a foreigner, Dr. Jacob Czihak
campaigned for the enrichment and use of the Romanian
language in scientific publications. He wrote and printed
some of the first books on biology and medicine, but he
also urged some periodicals to appear in the country's
language, encouraging the establishment of both higher
education institutions, and schools for auxiliary health
professionals. A personal physician to influential
personalities belonging to the local aristocracy, he
enjoyed their aid in fulfilling his plans of increasing the
level of civic consciousness and public activity in his
adoptive country. That is why he contributed to the
founding of the Michaelian Academy inaugurated in Iaşi
in 1835, and the improvement of the ‟Establishment for
the reorganization of public education in the Principality
of Moldavia” (1851). Convinced of the necessity for a
generalized education of all social categories aimed to
instruct and popularize science, in 1834 Czihak proposed
to the Michaelian Academy a course of Natural History,
intended for ‟those over 15 years of age”. Furthermore, in
1837, he published in the capital of the Principality, in
Gheorghe Asachi`s ‟Bee Institute Printing House”, a
‟Textbook of Natural History”, which was the first
scientific treatise edited in Romanian language on this
theme, a compilation after J. F. Blumenbach (Fig 5.a). He
thus became the creator and promoter of Romanian
scientific language, deriving terms from Latin and Greek,
from Romanian and German. Czihak probably delivered
lectures of Natural History at the Academy only from
1837 to 1843, illustrating his theoretical lessons by visits
to the Museum of Natural History of the Society of
Physicians and Naturalists that opened in Iaşi in 1834.
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Czihak was also an extraordinary member of the
Academic Committee and physician of this Academy,
since September 1843. As a doctor of the Michaelian
Academy Boarding School, he worked for three years free
of charge, subsequently receiving 200 galbeni (golden
coins), both for his service at the Boarding School and for
setting up the SMN Natural History Cabinet (Museum).
Collaborator of the Epitropy of Schools, in 1837
he was appointed by Prince Mihail Sturza member of the
Commission of Three, that focused on formulation of new
regulations and reorganization of school education.
Concurrently, Czihak dedicated himself to the
creation of a Faculty of Medicine in Iaşi. Before the
inauguration of the University on October 26th, 1860, in
the School Council meeting held on September 16, 1860,
Dr. Czihak read the Program of the projected Faculty of
Medicine the Ministry sent with the address No.10976.
Czihak was a member of the School Council that
consisted of the general inspector of the schools, the
director of the Instruction Department, the director of the
boarding school and 3 teachers chosen from the secondary
and the upper courses. (5)
Czihak's project was also mentioned in the
meeting of October 28th, 1860, when Gheorghe Mârzescu
stated that ‟Mr. Czihak can also be called, who made
some statutes for the Faculty of Medicine, too”, as ‟he
was commissioned”.
The faculty waited another 19 years for coming to
life eventually, but anyway, Czihak was an allogen, and
by then foreigners were not accepted as professors of the
young Moldavian University.
Czihak, a passioante naturalist and researcher
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In 1835, Dr.Czihak recommended SMN
specialists to perform excursions for the study of natural
history. This approach resulted in detailed works on the
flora of Moldavia, made by the same tireless Jacob
Czihak and his coworkers, Julius Edel - ‟head of the
Princely Gardens” in Moldova-, Josif Szabó, Constantin
Vârnav and Charles Guébhard. In 1836, the second year
after Edel's trip, Jacob Czihak, both a physician and a
passionate naturalist, in keeping with the encyclopedic
spirit of the time, signed the paper ‟Floræ Moldavicæ
species ac genera hucusque excursionibus explorata ac
secundum Linnæi systema ordinate” (Species and genera
of Moldavian flora explored in excursions so far and
arranged according to Linnaeus' system), published in the
Bavarian journal of general botany ‟Flora” that appeared
in Regensburg, on May 1836 issue (Flora oder allg. bot.
Zeit., Mens Mayi, 1836), II - Beiblätter zur allg bot. Zeit.

pp: 58-74). (Fig. 3)This journal with a reputation and
tradition had been published since 1792 as a periodical of
the Bavarian Botanical Society of Regensburg, founded
on May 14th, 1790. It was the oldest in the world in this
respect, and since 1818 it had been called ‟Flora”. In
‟Floræ Moldavicæ species ac genera…”, Cihac listed
1116 plant species from Moldavia, which made up the
background of the herbarium of the SMN Museum. (3)
Most specimens had been collected by Edel, but without
specifying the place where they had been harvested.
‟Unfortunately” –as Dr. Dimitrie Brândză, another
prominent SMN member, pointed out in 1880- ‟the
forgetfulness in which this herbarium was left behind”
‟determined its almost complete destruction so we can
say that today most of this collection of plants is as if lost
to science.”

Fig. 3. ‟Flora”, the Bavarian Journal of General
Botany
no. 15/1863, where the paper Czihak and Szabo
coauthored was published.
The Content specified it:
J. v. Czihak und J. Szabó, Heil- und
Nahrungsmittel, Farbstoffe, Nutz- und
Hausgeräthe welche die Ost-Romanen, -Moldauer
und Wallachen-,
aus dem Pflanzenreichen gewinnen

In addition, Joseph Edel, who left Moldavia
unexpectedly, had planned to publish, in collaboration
with Czihak, a complex ‟Description of Moldavia”, a
‟geognostic physiography”, illustrated with sketches
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made by him during the trip, from which, however, only
the Introduction remained. The chapter on Diseases in
Moldova was written by Czihak, ‟after ten years of
experience.”
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About 30 years after the 1835 expedition, in 1863,
Czihak and his old coworker, the pharmacist and
physician Josef Szabó, signed in the same traditional
European publication ‟Flora”, volume XLVI, a 71-page
study in nine parts, in German language. It contained data
from excursions through Moldova resistematized between
1858-1861. The title was: ‟Heil- und Nahrungsmittel,
Farbstoffe, Nutz- und Haus geräthe welche die OstRomanen, -Moldauer und Wallachen-, aus dem
Pflanzenreichen
gewinnen”.
Mitgetheilt
von
Obriststabsarzt Dr. Ritter Jakob von Czihak und Dr. J.
Szabo, Secundarius im Hospitale St. Spiridion in Jassy.
(Medicinal products and food, colors, uses and household
utensils obtained by Eastern Romans, -Moldavians and
Wallachians-, from plants. Communicated by Chief
Colonel Dr. Knight Jakob von Czihak and Dr. J. Szabó,
Secondarius at the St. Spiridion Hospital of Iaşi).
Cihac, Szabó and Bell set up, according to
Linnaeus criteria, an index of plants from Szabo`s ‟Flora
Moldavica”, published in 1849 in French, in ‟Statistical
Notes” by Prince Nicolae Suţu. The list included 608
genera from 21 classes, the species not being indicated.
This ‟Index of the plants that constitute the Flora of
Moldavia and the products of Moldavia from all the three
empires of Nature” was printed in Iaşi in Romanian and
commented by another active SMN member, Theodor
Codrescu, in 1852.
Similarly to Dr. Zotta, Czihak militated for the
culture and use of indigenous medicinal herbs, mineral
waters, minerals etc. In 1858, as a protomedicus
lieutenant (deputy protomedicus), Czihak also wrote some
‟Instructions for druggists and in general for speculation
of medical materials”. (2)
Member of the Doctors`s Commission
Many of the achievements in the sanitary field in
Moldova after 1828, including the development of the
Epitropy of the “St.Spiridon” Hospital House, were in
their turn indebted to Dr. Jacob Czihak. Together with his
close collaborators, he succeeded in reforming and
modernizing military and civilian medicine of Moldova
Principality, founding hospitals, caring for their proper
endowment, training qualified medical and auxiliary
personnel, and recruiting foreign specialists willing to
come to and work at the ‟Gates of the Orient” – Dr.
Ludwig (Ludovic) Russ senior, a future renowned
surgeon, was one of them. As previously mentioned,
Czihak organised highly efficient anti-epidemic
campaigns, too.
Jacob Czihak quickly integrated not only in the
provision of medical care in Moldova, but also in the
overall national scientific and cultural life, fully
supporting the naturalist current - the philosophy of nature
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-, skilfully using his relations in the German and, in
general, in the European academic world, in order to give
a real chance of progress to the Principality that adopted
him, and where health problems abounded. Through a
notification that the Health Committee headed by Dr.
Gheorghe Cuciureanu, Czihak`s rival, addressed him in
1847, for instance, Dr. Czihak was asked to initiate
barber-surgeons in the technique of bloodletting. From the
notification it resulted that most barbers practiced such
interventions without observing basic hygiene rules, and
the Health Committee wanted Czihak to issue documents
certifying that those trained by him could perform
phlebotomy on humans. At the same time, Dr. Czihak
was sent a number of lancets to be handed to the barbers
he trained.(6) Nevertheless, seemingly this task
disconsidered his high medical rank.
Organiser of the Sanitary Service of the
Moldavian Army: hospitals and school
The Moldavian government has also appointed
him to reform the ‟sanitary branch of the army”. Through
direct involvement, he laid the foundation stone of the
first military hospitals in the Moldavia: the one in Iaşi,
then another one in Roman, that soon moved to Galaţi,
were units which Czihak personally coordinated. In Iasi
and Roman, the Military Hospitals began their activity in
August, respectively in September 1831, being integrated
into the general military sanitary service following the
Russian model. The draft administrative rules for the Iași
hospital, whose section was that of Roman, incuded 33
paragraphs and had been sent by General Pavel Kiseleff
on November 16th, 1830. The document established
principles, along with managerial and financial details,
which were adapted in keeping with the amendments the
Committee for the Formation of the Country Guard
proposed. The institution of Iaşi, with 40 beds, was
located in logothete Costache Sturdza`s houses, built on
the ruins of the previous Alexandru Lăpuşneanu`s
Princely Court. Supposedly during the revolutionary
movement of 1848, there, that is possibly at the
Petersburg Hotel, young Moldavians gathered to write the
Petition-Declaration to the country.
In 1849, when the Military Hospital in Iaşi had
already reached 100 beds, Czihak extended it with a
second section, arranged at the former Beilic, in the
houses of Major Alcaz. Very soon, the Hospital in Roman
was disbanded, moving to Galaţi in 1832, where the
second battalion was relocated as well.
That is why the Military Hospital in Iaşi now
bears the name of Dr.Jacob Czihak.(Fig. 4)
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b.

a.

Fig. 4. Iasi. a."Dr. Jacob Czihak" Clinical Emergency Military Hospital; b. The Hospital logo.
(BZI; https://directiamedicala.mapn.ro/pages/view/135)
for Teaching Soldiers of the Sanitary Company of the
Appointed doctor colonel and inspector of the
Moldo-Romanian Army”. (Fig.5.b) Destined for the
army staff, Czihak had to organise the military sanitary
soldiers of the Sanitary Company envisaged and formed
service and particularly the Sanitary Company of the
by Czihak, the book had 84 small format pages, written in
Army. After his project was approved, Dr. Czihak, edited
Romanian with Cyrillic letters, and 12 lithographed
in Iaşi in 1859, in the ‟Bee” Institute Printing House, the
tables, with 58 explanatory figures. (1, 3) This handbook
first Romanian textbook of military medicine: ‟Handbook
was reprinted in 1861.(2)

Fig.5.a. I.Czihak. Natural History, Iaşi,1837: front cover.
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Fig. 5.b. I.Czihak. Handbook for Teaching Soldiers of the
Sanitary Company of the Moldo-Romanian Army, Iaşi,
1859: illustration
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For the basic training of sanitarians, most of them
of modest origin, the School first taught them reading,
writing and arithmetic. Only then did they move on to
basic medical notions: assisting the sick in time of peace
and at war, as well as helping doctors. Small surgery
techniques were described: hemostasis, application of
leeches and suction cups, phlebotomy with a lancet,
application of sticky and blistering patches, mustard, cold
water and ice, cataplasms, use of enemas etc. The manual
presented first aid techniques and the transport of the
wounded, but also the burial of those who died in battle.
The work was presented to the Ministry of War by Cihac
in 1860. On September 21st, 1860, General Ioan Emanoil
Florescu, the Minister of War of the United Principalities
in Cuza-Voda's time, welcomed the distinguished author,
thanking him and promising him a refund of printing
costs. Out of the 480 copies, 180 remained in Iasi, and the
remaining 300 went to Bucharest.
Sanitary soldiers had to be educated in the School
of the Sanitary Company Czihak organised in Iaşi in
1859, but that moved to Bucharest in 1860, soon after the
Union of the Romanian Principalities.
Czihak and his love for the Society of Physicians
and Naturalists of Iaşi
Held in high esteem, in 1886, as a senior, Czihak
presided the Jubilee of the Heidelbrg University. As long
as he lived, either in his country of adoption or in his
country of birth, Dr. Jacob Czihak indisputably devoted
himself to the Society he enthusiastically created in Iaşi,
whose vivid soul and main promoter he constantly
remained. Unfortuntely, several internal conflicts
determined his resignation with dignity from the position
of Society`s vice-president on April 14th, 1844, after ten
years of relentless work. Undoubtedly one of his last, but
great joys was the fulfilment of his old dream: the
publication of the first really scientific periodical of the
Society - ‟The Bulletin of the Society of Physicians and
Naturalists of Iaşi”, on January 1st, 1887. It survived until
nowadays, when its name is ‟The Medical-Surgical
Journal of the Society of Physicians and Naturalists of
Iaşi” and it is printed in English.
In 1887 Czihak continued to make donations to
the Society – collections of minerals, petrifacts,

manuscripts, the seal he used as a chief doctor of the
Moldavian indigenous army.
In a letter he sent on April 16th 1888, few months
before his death, that occurred on November 29th, 1888,
he still defended the medical identity of this academic
forum he established in Iaşi and that deeply changed the
face of the capital and of the country, at the same time
integrating them to the Western scientific world.
Concluding remarks
Czihak`s merits were rewarded by Western
European scientific societies that invited him to join them
as a corresponding or honorary member. The first
consecration had been announced by Margrave Wilhelm,
who communicated the election as members of the
Agronomic Society of the Duchy of Baden (Société
Agronomique du Duché de Bade) of Doctors Michail von
Zotta, Basilius (Vasile) Bürger and Jacob von Czihak,
three distinguished leaders of the SMN during the first
years of its existence. Dr. Czihak enjoyed such
recognition and became member of scientific societies in
Paris, Vienna, Copenhagen, Mainz (Rhineland Society of
Naturalists) among others. (Fig.6-9) In 1849, Czihak
accompanied Grigore Al. Ghica who traveled to
Constantinople to be vested in the office of Ruling Prince
of Moldavia. On that occasion the Sultan decorated
Czihak himself with the high Nishan Iftichar order in
grade of commander with brilliants. (1)
Celebrated but equally vividly contested, Czihak
gloriously retired in 1862 to his native Aschaffenburg,
from where he never stopped watching over his beloved
Society of Physicians and Naturalists (SMN). In turn,
SMN had enough time to really value his infinite
involvement and devotion. At his death, the ‟Bulletin of
the Medical-Naturalistic Society of Iași”, no.7, July 1888,
sadly communicated his inevitable parting, emphasizing
the gratitude the Society and Iaşi owed him forever: “We
have the pain to announce to our readers the death of Dr.
Czihak, the founder of the Society of Physicians and
Naturalists of Iasi. Of Austrian origin, Dr. Czihak left his
homeland for a while and came to Romania where he held
high positions. Our Society owes its foundation to him, its
members will be eternally grateful to him.”(Fig.10)

Fig. 6. Diploma of Honorary Member
of the Royal Society of Physicians
from Vienna,
awarded to ‟Dr. Knight von Czihak,
Doctor in the Medical Arts”
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Dr. Jacob Czihak (1800-1888)

Fig. 7. Diploma of member of the
Geological Society of France conferred on
Doctor ‟Jacq Ch. Czihak, vice-president of
the Society of Natural History of
Moldavia”, on June 4th, 1838

Fig. 8. Diploma of Corresponding Member of the Imperial Agricultural Society of Vienna,
conferred ‟on April 20th, 1841, on Mr. Jacob, Knight of Czihak, Doctor of Medical Arts and Surgery”

Fig. 9. Diploma of Associate Member of the Royal
Society of Northern Antiquarians - Copenhagen,
Section of Ancient History of Russia, awarded to
Jacob Czihak
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Fig. 10. Dr. J. Czikak`s Obituary: ‟Dr. Czihak, the founder
of the Society of Physicians and Naturalists of Iasi. ..(..).
Our Society owes its foundation to him, its members will
be eternally grateful to him.”
Bulletin of the Medical-Naturalistic Society of Iași, no.7,
July 1888
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Therefore, Anastasie Fătu –former SMN president (18721885)– outlined:‟Dr.Czihak deserves much more of our affection
because as a foreigner he knew how to reward the hospitality he
received in Moldova, through deeds of those [kinds] worthy of
everyone's gratitude.”
A pioneer in the fields of science, medical education and
public health in Moldavia, he was esteemed by the people of Iași.
In his memory, his name was given to a street near the Faculty of
Medicine – today`s "Grigore T. Popa" University of Medicine and
Pharmacy: Dr. Iacob Cihac Street.
According to Czihak, honorary member of the Romanian
Academy (1872), “it is required that every work be saved in its
own homeland, for the glory of science”. The creation of SMN was
such an accomplished work saved in Czihak`s adoptive homeland.
It was undoubtedly due to him, too, that in the 19th century
‟Iaşi could turn into a seat of science, a focus of Romanian
intelligence”, as his close friend Kogălniceanu so much wished it
to be.
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